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ENABLING DOCUMENTS
Enabling documents for the United State that all men are created equal and that the Creator guarantees
them The Right to Life, The Right to Liberty and the Right to Pursue Property. This was the original
wording. However, Property was changed to Happiness because the Founders believed Happiness was

Property.
With the official mandate now immortalized, the young country began it's journey. The US began with
a small amount of land, however it's mandate required more. Actually the US desired all land everywhere - on this planet - and beyond. Perhaps it is just a coincidence that, in the same year but a
few months earlier, the Illuninati was formed. This secret group was created by the Catholic Church.
Initiations are given at the age of twelve in the basement of the Vatican.

ACQUISITION TECHNIQUES
In pursuit of more property, the US considered various techniques. Since most adjacent land was
populated by the native inhalants - American Indians - the process was relatively simple: Kill them and
take the land. Next, expansion looked to Mexico. To solve this problem, it was decided to use the
classic technique Israel presently uses on Palestine. American "settlers" wandered into Mexico and set
up shop. When the Mexicans objected, the US said, "Well, we have to protect our citizens, so we must
invade". This added a good bit of land to the Empire.
Military techniques worked, however, they required lots of resources so more subtle techniques were
devised. One great method was to convince other countries they were in danger. A favorite enemy was
the Soviet Union. Simply go visit a country and say, "Those terrible Communists will come and take
your country. You don't want that. All they eat is potatoes and vodka. We can protect you if you will
just us build a military base in your country." Of course, once they agree, you have occupied that
country without firing a shot.
Another great subtle technique was economic control. The book "Confessions of an Economic Hit Man"
by Perkins is the true story of a man, recruited out if college by the NSA (National Security Agency) and
trained to trick countries into getting into debt over their heads and so becoming economic slaves to the
US. Perkins reports his NSA trainer was a female agent who supplied him with sex and told him, "Be
sure - because, once you are in there is no way out".

MASS MONARCH PROGRAMMING
Monarch Programming is a technique to use some intense event to cause people to change and form
opinions that cause them to depart from reasonable reality. This technique is used over and over but
people fail to comprehend it. Pearl Harbor was used to make people reverse their beliefs and enter
WWII. Vietnam was used to convince kids to go to the other side of the planet to be killed in a strange
foreign war. It was extremely profitable for wall street investors. The twin towers event was a planned
controlled demolition of the buildings to again traumatize the sleeping masses. It was perhaps the most
profitable and was used to justify several wars and pass emergency legislation stripping US citizens of
essentially all human rights. The current event - scaring people with designer viruses and suicide

vaccines - facilitates global depopulation. The United Nations calls this "trimming the herd"

GOOD COUNTRY VS. BAD COUNTRY
After WWII, the US meandered around the world warning other countries that "the Russians were
coming" and that the only way to avoid this was to allow the US to build military bases in their county.
Many bought in to this and today the US has over one thousand military bases scattered around the
world in other countries. Also, these countries were encouraged to join NATO.
NATO / NAZI

The NAZI's never went away. Hitler and his wife retired in Argentina and lived comfortably. However,
since the NAZI goal (destroy CCCP / Russia) had not been achieved, the NAZI's simply reorganized as
NATO and continued their efforts to obliterate Russia. The NATO symbol is a "folded" NAZI symbol
as shown in the diagram.

WORLD WAR II
The purpose of WWII was to destroy the Soviet Union. Hitler was completely financed by the US.
Ford provided the engines for German tanks. IBM was there to help manage the camps. Prisoners at the
camps were identified by IBM punch cards and IBM technicians were on hand to do maintenance. The
cards identified each prisoner by race and planned disposition - go to a work camp - go directly to the
gas chamber, etc.
People in the US did not want to go to war. To convince them otherwise, Pearl Harbor was arranged.
The US harassed Japan until it had no choice but attack. The US had broken all Japanese codes and
knew everything that was planned but deliberately allowed the attack to proceed. The plan was to create

such a traumatic effect (Monarch Programming) that people would comply with the government's
wishes. Also, scientists working on the A-Bomb wanted to see the effect on real people. Knowing
defeat, the Emperor realized that US troops would kill the men and rape the women (standard) and asked
some women to become "comfort women" who would make themselves available to be raped and
abused by US troupes, Japan does not like to remember thus. A surprise bonus was gold. Japan used
Platinum as a monetary standard and thought so little of gold that they used it for ballast on ships. The
US grabbed all of it. This gold is totally "off the books" and what hat means is the US would win any
contest involving gold stockpiles.
Europe was devastated by WWII and the USSR was severely injured, however USSR recovered. When
you go through something like this, you don't forget. Also, you must make plans to insure that this an
event never happens again. Most people don't know the real history of WWII, however you can be sure
that Russians know and that they have long memories.

SIGINT (SIGNALS INTELLIGENCE)
Signals Intelligence involves any type of signal which is capable if carrying information.

HUMINT (HUMAN INTELLIGENCE)
Human Intelligence involves having having an actual physical presence observing the objective

COMINT (COMMUNICATIONS INTELLIGENCE)
Communications Intelligence involves interception and analysis of all forms of intelligence and includes
all telephone (voice) communications as well as various forms of digital communications including
internet activities.

ASTINT (ASTRAL INTELLIGENCE)
Astral Intelligence includes accessing the Astral dimension by using remote viewers and psychics (Psy
Corp). It includes accessing the Akashic Records if possible because the files will not materialize if
sought with evil intentions. Advanced activities include capturing "dead" people who now reside on the
Astral Planes and returning them to Earth in new manufactured physical bodies.

JEW VS. JEW

Both Russia and the US are run by Jews. Russia is run by Communist Jews and the US is run by
Capitalist Jews. However, both groups are Jews. So, let's look at this creature. In most people, psychic
abilities are switched off by default. However, in the Jew, these abilities are switched on by default.
This means that a young Jew has Astral Vision and Astral Projection abilities from birth. This gives the
Jew distinct advantages over most of humanity. They use these abilities to further their agenda which is
"Always Take" and "Thru Deception Thou Shall Create War".
Because of unique abilities, Jews are very protective if their females to prevent non-Jews from inheriting
their unique DNA code.
You would think - due to their common heritage - that both groups would consider "kissing and making
up". However, this would be a disaster and lead to world peace. How can you scare people into doing
what you want them to do if things are peaceful and people have no need to worry or fear. No way! So,
you must have constant war.

AND BEYOND ...
The feature film "Avatar" https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0499549/ paints a pretty accurate picture of the
future exploits of Earth assuming they are not stopped in their quest for property. The film proposes
expeditions from Earth looking for - you guessed it - property. Desirable assets are located on an
inhabited planet and the expedition moves in. Of course, they don't ask. Remember, Always Take. The
highly Spiritual inhalants have never encountered Scientific Atheists before. If you saw the film, you
may recall the attitude of the project director: Hand over what we want or we will destroy you!
Obviously, this can't be allowed.
When aliens first revealed themselves to homo homo sapiens in 1913, people were still using vacuum
tube technology. For whatever reason, aliens provided the locals with advanced technologies far beyond
anything they would have developed naturally for thousands of years - if ever. Perhaps they were just
trying to be helpful. It is ill advised to provide advanced technology to privative cultures, however the
damage is done now.
Earth used this technology for evil. When they developed nuclear weapons, ambassadors warned them
to stop. Of course they ignored this. So, in 1992, the Galactic Police came and neutralized all nuclear
weapons in less than three says. Obviously, this was not expected nor was the warning that the next
time would be the last time because the planet would be destroyed to protect the galaxy from this
danger. What followed was an investigation into the activities of Earth. A report was compiled and
submitted to authorities. It was not good. The report concluded that "This planet has devolved into a
state of evil which is not considered reversible".
Earth has now been quarantined to it's local solar system. Any attempt to leave will stooped by

appropriate force.

